Live a Resurrected Life.    All Souls


Death is not just something down the road, waiting for us in the future.
Each one of us experiences death and dying throughout our lives.

A broken relationship.
Sickness or disease.
Moving away from family and friends.
A failure in our lives.
Or a rejection or denial.

The way in which we handle these small deaths will be the way in which we handle the ultimate death on the last day.

Some people die a little bit each day when they experience these things while others are not defeated but rise up and not only find a way to keep living, but find new life.

They understand that just as death is a part of daily life so is resurrection.

We are called to carry our cross, but not to focus on our suffering.
To focus on our suffering and our crosses is to live a defeated life.
It is to die slowly everyday as the burden of the cross becomes heavier and heavier.
We can carry our cross with our heads bowed, looking down on our suffering or with heads raised up looking forward to our resurrection.

Live a Resurrected Life!

This can only be done with Christ Who is the Resurrection and the Life.
Who experienced suffering, loss and death but overcame them.

Death be damned!

We too can experience the resurrection even now.

Those who follow Christ will always find new life.
No death great or small can hold them down.
For even in their dying, they die in hope.
A hope that not even death can extinguish.

Every morning is a resurrection,
If we set our hearts on Christ.
Like Lazarus, Christ calls us out of our tombs to new life.
But do we hear His voice?

Everyday, Jesus calls to us,
"Come out! Come out!
I am the Resurrection and the Life.


And in overcoming our deaths here and now and living a resurrected life, we have hope for eternal life and reunion for all those who have gone before us.
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